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LINEAR-QUADRATIC STOCHASTIC STACKELBERG
DIFFERENTIAL GAMES FOR JUMP-DIFFUSION SYSTEMS∗
JUN MOON†
Abstract. This paper considers linear-quadratic (LQ) stochastic leader-follower Stackelberg
differential games for jump-diffusion systems with random coefficients. We first solve the LQ problem
of the follower using the stochastic maximum principle and obtain the state-feedback representation
of the open-loop solution in terms of the integro-stochastic Riccati differential equation (ISRDE),
where the state-feedback type control is shown to be optimal via the completion of squares method.
Next, we establish the stochastic maximum principle for the LQ problem of the leader using the
variational method. However, to obtain the state-feedback representation of the open-loop solution
for the leader, there is a technical challenge due to the jump process. We consider two different cases,
in which the state-feedback type control for the leader in terms of the ISRDE can be characterized
by generalizing the Four-Step Scheme. We finally show that the state-feedback representation of the
open-loop optimal solutions for the leader and the follower constitutes the Stackelberg equilibrium.
Note that the LQ problem of the leader is new and nontrivial due to the coupled FBSDE constraint
induced by the rational behavior of the follower.
Key words. leader-follower Stackelberg game, LQ control for jump diffusions, forward-backward
stochastic differential equation with jump diffusions, stochastic Riccati differential equation.
AMS subject classifications. 91A65, 93E20, 49K45, 49N10
1. Introduction. We first state the notation used in this paper. The precise
problem formulation and the detailed literature review are then followed.
1.1. Notation. Let Rn be the n-dimensional Euclidean space. For x, y ∈ Rn,
x⊤ denotes the transpose of x, 〈x, y〉 is the inner product, and |x| := 〈x, x〉1/2. Let
Sn be the set of n× n symmetric matrices. Let |x|2S := x
⊤Sx for s ∈ Rn and S ∈ Sn.
Let (Ω,F ,P) be a complete probability space with the natural filtration F :=
{Fs, 0 ≤ s ≤ t} generated by the following two mutually independent stochastic
processes and augmented by all the P-null sets in F :
• an one dimensional standard Brownian motion B defined on [0, T ];
• an E-marked right continuous Poisson random measure (process) N defined
on E × [0, T ], where E := E¯ \ {0} with E¯ ⊂ R is a Borel subset of R
equipped with its Borel σ-field B(E). The intensity measure of N is de-
noted by λ′(de, dt) := λ(de)dt, satisfying λ(E) < ∞, where {N˜(A, (0, t]) :=
(N−λ′)(A, (0, t])}t∈(0,T ] is an associated compensated Ft-martingale random
(Poisson) measure ofN for any A ∈ B(E). Here, λ is an σ-finite Le´vy measure
on (E,B(E)), which satisfies
∫
E
(1 ∧ |e|2)λ(de) <∞.1
We introduce the following spaces [1]: for t ∈ [0, T ],
• C2
F
(t, T ;Rn): the space of Ft-adapted R
n-valued stochastic processes, which
is ca`dla`g and satisfies ‖x‖C2
F
:= E[sups∈[t,T ] |x(s)|
2]
1
2 <∞;
• L2
F
(t, T ;Rn): the space of Ft-adapted R
n-valued stochastic processes, satis-
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1If the Poisson process N has jumps of unite size (E = {1}), then {N˜((0, t]) := (N −
λ′)((0, t])}t∈(0,T ] is the compensated Poisson process, where λ
′(dt) = λdt and λ > 0 is the intensity
of N [1, 15, 17].
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fying ‖x‖L2
F
:= E[
∫ T
t
|x(s)|2ds]
1
2 <∞;
• L2
F,p(t, T ;R
n): the space of Ft-predictable R
n-valued stochastic processes,
satisfying ‖x‖L2
F,p
:= E[
∫ T
t
|x(s)|2ds]
1
2 <∞;
• G2(E,B(E), λ;Rn): the space of square integrable functions such that for k ∈
G2(E,B(E), λ;Rn), k : E → Rn satisfies ‖k‖G2 := (
∫
E
|k(e)|2λ(de))
1
2 < ∞,
where λ is an σ-finite Le´vy measure on (E,B(E));
• G2
F,p(t, T, λ;R
n): the space of stochastic processes such that k : Ω×[t, T ]×E →
Rn, for k ∈ G2
F,p(t, T, λ;R
n), is an P×B(E)-measurableRn-valued predictable
process satisfying ‖k‖G2
F,p
:= E[
∫ T
t
‖k(s)‖G2ds]
1
2 < ∞, where P denotes the
σ-algebra of Ft-predictable subsets of Ω× [0, T ].
1.2. Problem Statement. We consider the following controlled stochastic dif-
ferential equation (SDE) on [t, T ]2:
dx(s) =
[
A(s)x(s−) +B1(s)u1(s) +B2(s)u2(s)
]
ds
+
[
C(s)x(s−) +D1(s)u1(s) +D2(s)u2(s)
]
dB(s)
+
∫
E
[
F (s, e)x(s−) +G1(s, e)u1(s) +G2(s, e)u2(s)
]‹N(de, ds)
x(t) = a,
(1.1)
where x ∈ Rn is the controlled state process, u1 ∈ R
m1 is the control of the leader,
and u2 ∈ R
m2 is the control of the follower. Let U1 := L
2
F,p(t, T ;R
m1) and U2 :=
L2
F,p(t, T ;R
m2) are admissible controls of the leader and the follower, respectively.
Assumption 1. A,C : Ω× [0, T ]→ Rn×n, Bi, Di : Ω× [0, T ]→ R
n×mi , i = 1, 2,
F : Ω × [0, T ] → G2(E,B(E), λ;Rn×n), Gi : Ω × [0, T ] → G
2(E,B(E), λ;Rn×mi),
i = 1, 2, are Ft-predictable stochastic processes (random coefficients of (1.1)), which
are continuous in t ∈ [0, T ] and uniformly bounded in a.e (ω, t) ∈ Ω× [0, T ].
Under Assumption 1, for any (u1, u2) ∈ U1×U2, (1.1) admits a unique ca`dla`g solution
in C2
F
(t, T ;Rn) [1, Theorem 6.2.3] (see also [15, Theorem 1.19] and [12]).
Remark 1. When the Poisson process N has jumps of unit size, i.e., E = {1},
(1.1) becomes [1, 15, 17]
dx(s) =
[
A(s)x(s−) +B1(s)u1(s) +B2(s)u2(s)
]
ds
+
[
C(s)x(s−) +D1(s)u1(s) +D2(s)u2(s)
]
dB(s)
+
[
F (s)x(s−) +G1(s)u1(s) +G2(s)u2(s)
]
d‹N(s)
x(t) = a.
The objective functional to be minimized by the leader is given by
J1(a;u1, u2) = E
[∫ T
t
[
|x(s)|2Q1(s) + |u1(s)|
2
R1(s)
]
ds+ |x(T )|2M1
]
,(1.2)
and the objective functional of the follower is as follows
J2(a;u1, u2) = E
[∫ T
t
[
|x(s)|2Q2(s) + |u2(s)|
2
R2(s)
]
ds+ |x(T )|2M2
]
.(1.3)
2The assumption of the one-dimensional B and N˜ in (1.1) is only for notational convenience,
and we can easily extend the results of this paper to the multi-dimensional case.
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Assumption 2. Qi : Ω × [0, T ] → S
n and Ri : Ω × [0, T ] → S
mi i = 1, 2, are
Ft-predictable stochastic processes (random coefficients of (1.2) and (1.3)), which are
continuous in t ∈ [0, T ] and uniformly bounded in a.e (ω, t) ∈ Ω × [0, T ]. Also,
Mi : Ω → S
n, i = 1, 2, are FT -measurable random matrices, which are uniformly
bounded in a.e. ω ∈ Ω.
Note that in Assumption 2, Qi, Ri, and Mi, i = 1, 2, are not needed to be positive
(semi)definite matrices.
The interaction between the leader and the follower of the LQ Stackelberg game
of this paper can be stated as follows. The leader chooses and announces her (or
his) optimal solution to the follower by considering the rational reaction of the fol-
lower. The follower then determines his (or her) optimal solution by responding to
the optimal solution of the leader. Then the above problem can be referred to as
the linear-quadratic (LQ) stochastic Stackelberg differential game for jump-diffusion
systems with random coefficients.
Under this setting, the problem can be solved in a reverse way [22, 6, 2]. Specifi-
cally, the main objective of the follower is to minimize (1.3) subject to (1.1) for any
control of the leader u1 ∈ U1, i.e.,
(LQ-F) J2(a;u1, u2[a, u1]) = inf
u2∈U2
J2(a;u1, u2), ∀u1 ∈ U1.(1.4)
We note that from (1.4), u2 is an optimal strategy dependent on (a, u1) ∈ R
n × U1,
i.e., u2 : R
n × U1 → U2. Then given the optimal solution of (LQ-F), the problem of
the leader can be stated as follows:
(LQ-L) J1(a;u1, u2[a, u1]) = inf
u1∈U1
J1(a;u1, u2[a, u1]).(1.5)
When the pair (u1, u2[a, u1]) ∈ U1 × U2 in (1.4) and (1.5) exists, we say that the pair
(u1, u2[a, u1]) constitutes an (adapted) open-loop type Stackelberg equilibrium for the
leader and the follower in the Stackelberg game [2, 22, 6, 14].
Based on the Stackelberg game formulated in (LQ-F) and (LQ-L), the main
results of this paper can be summarized as follows:
In Section 2, we solve (LQ-F) in (1.4). In particular, using the stochastic maxi-
mum principle for jump-diffusion systems [19], we obtain an open-loop type optimal
solution for (LQ-F) in terms of the forward-backward SDE (FBSDE) with jump dif-
fusions and random coefficients, which explicitly depends on (a, u1) ∈ R
n ×U1. Since
the open-loop type optimal solution is not implementable in practical situations, we
obtain its state-feedback representation in terms of the integro-stochastic Riccati dif-
ferential equation (ISRDE) by applying the Four-Step Scheme. We then show that
the corresponding state-feedback type control is the optimal solution for (LQ-F) via
the completion of squares method (see Theorem 2.1).
We solve (LQ-L) in (1.5) in Section 3. Note that from (LQ-F), (LQ-L) is the
LQ stochastic optimal control problem for FBSDEs with jump diffusions and random
coefficients, where the FBSDE, induced from (LQ-F), characterizes the rational re-
action behavior of the follower [2, 22, 6]. We first obtain the stochastic maximum
principle for (LQ-L) using the variational approach. Then by the stochastic maxi-
mum principle, the open-loop optimal solution for (LQ-L) is obtained in terms of the
coupled FBSDEs with jump diffusions and random coefficients (see Lemma 3.1).
The state-feedback representation of the open-loop optimal solution of (LQ-L) in
terms of the ISRDE is obtained by generalizing the Four-Step Scheme. Unfortunately,
there is a technical limitation when extending the Four-Step Scheme to the general
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jump-diffusion model in (1.1). A detailed discussion on the technical restriction is
given in Section 4. Hence, we consider two different cases: (i) when the Poisson
process N has jumps of unit size (see Remark 1) and (ii) when the jump part in (1.1)
does not depend on the control of the follower (G2 = 0). Note that the Four-Step
Schemes in both cases are much more involved than that for (LQ-F) and that for the
case of SDEs in a Brownian setting without jumps studied in [22] due to the presence of
the coupling terms by the Brownian motion and the Poisson process (see Theorems 3.2
and 3.4). Moreover, the ISRDEs in (LQ-L) (see (3.25) and (3.35)) are nonsymmetric
and highly nonlinear, whereas the SRDE in [22, Theorem 3.3] is symmetric. When
(LQ-F) and (LQ-L) are solvable, the corresponding open-loop optimal solutions of
(LQ-F) and (LQ-L) constitute the (open-loop type) Stackelberg equilibrium, and
they admit the state-feedback representation (see Corollaries 3.3 and 3.5).
1.3. Literature Review. A leader-follower Stackelberg differential game (in
the deterministic case) was first studied by H. Von Stackelberg in [20]. Since then,
(deterministic and stochastic) Stackelberg differential games and their applications
have been studied extensively in the literature, see [2, 16, 3, 7, 22, 18, 6, 4, 10, 13, 21,
11, 24, 14] and the references therein.
Specifically, a complete solution to the LQ stochastic Stackelberg differential game
(with random coefficients) was obtained by J. Yong in [22]. In [22], the open-loop type
Stackelberg equilibrium and its state-feedback representation in terms of the SRDE
were obtained via the maximum principle and the Four-Step Scheme. A general sto-
chastic maximum principle of Stackelberg differential games was established in [6] for
both (adapted) open-loop and closed-loop information structures. Stochastic Stackel-
berg differential games for backward SDEs (BSDEs) (with deterministic coefficients)
were studied in [24]. The authors in [10] considered Stackelberg games for FBSDEs,
and [21] studied the delay case with deterministic coefficients. Mean-field type sto-
chastic Stackelberg differential games were considered in [11, 14].
We note that the references mentioned above considered the case of SDEs in a
Brownian setting without jumps. To the best of our knowledge, a class of (LQ or
nonlinear) stochastic Stackelberg differential games for jump-diffusion systems has
not been studied in the existing literature. Our paper can be viewed as extensions of
[22] to the case of (linear) jump-diffusion systems. That is, the main results of this
paper (see Section 1.2) are reduced to those of [22] when F = G1 = G2 = 0 in (1.1).
These generalizations turn out to be not straightforward, since the jump-diffusion part
induces an additional technical challenge to obtain the stochastic maximum principle
of (LQ-L) and the state-feedback representation of the open-loop optimal solutions
of (LQ-F) and (LQ-L) via the Four-Step Scheme.
The organization of the paper is as follows. We solve (LQ-F) and (LQ-L) in
Sections 2 and 3, respectively. In Section 4, we discuss the technical restriction of the
Four-step scheme in (LQ-L) for the general jump-diffusion model in (1.1), and some
special cases and possible extensions of this paper.
2. LQ Optimal Control for the Follower. Suppose that (x, u2) is the optimal
solution of (LQ-F). We introduce the adjoint equation:

dp(s) = −
[
A(s)⊤p(s−) + C(s)⊤q(s) +Q2(s)x(s−)
+
∫
E
F (s, e)⊤r(s, e)λ(de)
]
ds+ q(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
r(s, e)‹N (de, ds), s ∈ [t, T )
p(T ) =M2x(T ).
(2.1)
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Note that (2.1) is the (linear) backward SDE (BSDE) with jump diffusions and ran-
dom coefficients. There is a unique solution of (2.1) with (p, q, r) ∈ C2
F
(t, T ;Rn) ×
L2
F
(t, T ;Rn)× L2
F,p(t, T ;R
n) [19, Lemma 2.4] (see also [5, Theorem 2.1]).
Based on the stochastic maximum principle in [19, Theorem 2.1], u2 satisfies the
following first-order optimality condition:
B2(s)
⊤p(s−) +D2(s)
⊤q(s) +
∫
E
G2(s, e)
⊤r(s, e)λ(de) +R2(s)u¯2(s) = 0.(2.2)
We now consider the following transformation in the Four-Step Scheme:
p(s) = P (s)x(s) + φ(s),(2.3)
where P ∈ Sn with P (T ) = M2 and φ ∈ R
n with φ(T ) = 0. Assume that P and φ
are of the following form:®
dP (s) = Λ1(s)ds+ L(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
Z(s, e)‹N(de, ds), s ∈ [t, T )
dφ(s) = Λ2(s)ds+ θ(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
ψ(s, e)‹N(de, ds), s ∈ [t, T ),(2.4)
where L,Z ∈ Sn and θ, ψ ∈ Rn. Explicit expressions of (2.4) are obtained below.
By applying Itoˆ’s formula for general Le´vy-type stochastic integrals to (2.3) and
using (2.4), we have
dp(s) =
[
Λ1(s)ds+ L(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
Z(s, e)‹N(de, ds)]x(s−)(2.5)
+ P (s−)
[
A(s)x(s−) +B1(s)u1(s) +B2(s)u2(s)
]
ds
+ P (s−)
[
C(s)x(s−) +D1(s)u1(s) +D2(s)u2(s)
]
dB(s)
+
∫
E
P (s−)
[
F (s, e)x(s−) +G1(s, e)u1(s) +G2(s, e)u2(s)
]‹N(de, ds)
+ L(s)
[
C(s)x(s−) +D1(s)u1(s) +D2(s)u2(s)
]
ds
+
∫
E
Z(s, e)
[
F (s, e)x(s−) +G1(s, e)u1(s) +G2(s, e)u2(s)
]
λ(de)ds
+
∫
E
Z(s, e)
[
F (s, e)x(s−) +G1(s, e)u1(s) +G2(s, e)u2(s)
]‹N(de, ds)
+ Λ2(s)ds+ θ(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
ψ(s, e)‹N(de, ds)
= −
[
A(s)⊤p(s−) + C(s)⊤q(s) +Q2(s)x(s−)
+
∫
E
F (s, e)⊤r(s, e)λ(de)
]
ds+ q(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
r(s, e)‹N (de, ds).
Note the coefficients of B and ‹N in (2.5). Then q and r can be written as

q(s) = L(s)x(s−) + P (s−)
[
C(s)x(s−) +D1(s)u1(s) +D2(s)u2(s)
]
+ θ(s)
r(s, e) = Z(s, e)x(s−) + P (s−)
[
F (s, e)x(s−) +G1(s, e)u1(s) +G2(s, e)u2(s)
]
+ Z(s, e)
[
F (s, e)x(s−) +G1(s, e)u1(s) +G2(s, e)u2(s)
]
+ ψ(s, e).
(2.6)
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Substituting (2.3) and (2.6) into (2.2) yields
u2(s) = −R̂2(s)
−1Ŝ2(s)
⊤x(s−)− R̂2(s)
−1
(
B2(s)
⊤φ(s−)(2.7)
+D2(s)
⊤θ(s) +
∫
E
G2(s, e)
⊤ψ(s, e)λ(de) + Ŝ1(s)u1(s)
)
,
provided that R̂2(s) is invertible, where

R̂2(s) := D2(s)
⊤P (s−)D2(s) +
∫
E
G2(s, e)
⊤(P (s−) + Z(s, e))G2(s, e)λ(de)
Ŝ2(s) :=
(
B2(s)
⊤P (s−) +D2(s)
⊤L(s) +D2(s)
⊤P (s−)C(s)
+
∫
E
〈G2(s, e), Z(s, e) + P (s−)F (s, e) + Z(s, e)F (s, e)〉λ(de)
)⊤
Ŝ1(s) := D2(s)
⊤P (s−)D1(s)
+
∫
E
〈G2(s, e), P (s−)G1(s, e) +R(s, e)G1(s, e)〉λ(de).
(2.8)
Note that (2.7) is the optimal control with the state-feedback representation, which
depends on u1 ∈ U1. We can easily see that u2 ∈ U2.
By substituting (2.7) into (1.1), we have
dx(s) =
[
Â(s)x(s−) + “B2(s)φ(s−) + “H2(s)θ(s)
+
∫
E
“K2(s, e)ψ(s, e)λ(de) + “B1(s)u1(s)]ds
+
[“C(s)x(s−) + “H2(s)⊤φ(s−) + ‹H2(s)θ(s)
+
∫
E
‹K2(s, e)ψ(s, e)λ(de) + “D1(s)u1(s)]dB(s)
+
∫
E
[“F (s, e)x(s−) + “K2(s, e)⊤φ(s−) + ‹K2(s, e)⊤θ(s)
+
∫
E
K2(s, e, e
′)ψ(s, e′)λ(de′) + “G1(s, e)u1(s)]‹N(de, ds), s ∈ (t, T ]
x(t) = a,
(2.9)
where 
Â(s) := A(s)−B2(s)R̂2(s)
−1Ŝ2(s−)
⊤, “B2(s) := −B2(s)R̂2(s)−1B2(s)⊤“H2(s) := −B2(s)R̂2(s)−1D2(s)⊤, “K2(s, e) := −B2(s)R̂2(s)−1G2(s, e)⊤“B1(s) := B1(s)−B2(s)R̂2(s)−1Ŝ1(s)“C(s) := C(s)−D2(s)R̂2(s)−1Ŝ2(s)⊤‹H2(s) := −D2(s)R̂2(s)−1D2(s)⊤, ‹K2(s, e) := −D2(s)R̂2(s)−1G2(s, e)⊤“D1(s) := D1(s)−D2(s)R̂2(s)−1Ŝ1(s)“F (s, e) := F (s, e)−G2(s, e)R̂2(s)−1Ŝ2(s)⊤
K2(s, e, e
′) := −G2(s, e)R̂2(s)
−1G2(s, e
′)⊤“G1(s, e) := G1(s, e)−G2(s, e)R̂2(s)−1Ŝ1(s).
(2.10)
Note that (2.9) is the rational behavior of the follower under the (state-feedback type)
optimal control in (2.7).
Substituting (2.3), (2.7) and (2.6) into (2.5), we can show that P in (2.4) has to
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satisfy the following integro-stochastic Riccati differential equation (ISRDE):

dP (s) = −
[
A(s)⊤P (s−) + P (s−)A(s) +Q2(s) + L(s)C(s)
+ C(s)⊤L(s) + C(s)⊤P (s−)C(s) +
∫
E
[Z(s, e)F (s, e) + F (s, e)⊤Z(s, e)
+ F (s, e)⊤P (s−)F (s, e) + F (s, e)⊤Z(s, e)F (s, e)]λ(de)
− Ŝ2(s)R̂2(s)
−1Ŝ2(s)
⊤
]
ds+ L(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
Z(s, e)‹N(de, ds), s ∈ [t, T )
P (T ) =M2,
(2.11)
and φ in (2.4) is the following BSDE with jumps and random coefficients:

dφ(s) = −
[
Â(s)⊤φ(s−) + “C(s)⊤θ(s) + ∫
E
“F (s, e)⊤ψ(s, e)λ(de) + “H1(s)⊤u1(s)
+
∫
E
“K1(s, e)⊤u1(s)λ(de)]ds+ θ(s)dB(s) + ∫E ψ(s, e)‹N(de, ds), s ∈ [t, T )
φ(T ) = 0.
(2.12)
with “H1 and “K1 defined by
“H1(s) := (C(s)⊤P (s−)D1(s) + P (s−)B1(s)
+ L(s)D1(s)− Ŝ2(s−)R̂2(s)
−1Ŝ1(s)
)⊤“K1(s, e) := (F (s, e)⊤P (s−)G1(s, e)
+ F (s, e)⊤Z(s, e)G1(s, e) + Z(s, e)G1(s, e)
)⊤
.
(2.13)
In summary, we have the following result:
Theorem 2.1. Assume that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Suppose that (P,L, Z) ∈
C2
F
(t, T ; Sn)×L2
F
(t, T ; Sn)×L2
F,p(t, T ; S
n) is the solution of the ISRDE in (2.11), and
(φ, θ, ψ) ∈ C2
F
(t, T ;Rn)× L2
F
(t, T ;Rn) × L2
F,p(t, T ;R
n) is the solution of the BSDE in
(2.12). Assume that R̂2 is uniformly positive definite for a.e. (ω, s) ∈ Ω × [0, T ],
where R̂2 is defined in (2.8). Then the state-feedback representation of the optimal
control for (LQ-F) can be written as
u2(s) = −R̂2(s)
−1Ŝ2(s)
⊤x(s−)− R̂2(s)
−1
(
B2(s)
⊤φ(s−)(2.14)
+D2(s)
⊤θ(s) +
∫
E
G2(s, e)
⊤ψ(s, e)λ(de) + Ŝ1(s)u1(s)
)
.
Moreover, the corresponding optimal cost of (LQ-F) under (2.14) is given by
J2(a;u1, u2) = inf
u2∈U2
J2(a;u1, u2)(2.15)
= E
[
|a|2P (0) + 2〈a, φ(0)〉+
∫ T
t
|u1(s)|
2
D1(s)⊤P (s−)D1(s)
ds
+
∫ T
t
∫
E
|u1(s)|
2
G1(s,e)⊤P (s−)G1(s,e)+G1(s,e)⊤Z(s,e)G1(s,e)
λ(de)ds
+ 2
∫ T
t
〈u1(s), B1(s)
⊤φ(s−) +D1(s)
⊤θ(s)〉ds
+ 2
∫ T
t
∫
E
〈u1(s), G1(s, e)
⊤ψ(s, e)〉λ(de)ds
]
.
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Proof. For a given u1 ∈ U1, let x be the state process controlled by u2 in (2.14).
Then x is equivalent to the state process in (2.9), and in view of Assumptions 1 and
2, for any u1 ∈ U1, (2.9) admits a unique ca`dla`g solution in C
2
F
(t, T ;Rn) [1, 15, 12].
Since (φ, θ, ψ) in (2.12) is a linear BSDE, it admits a unique solution of (φ, θ, ψ) ∈
C2
F
(t, T ;Rn)×L2
F
(t, T ;Rn)×L2
F,p(t, T ;R
n) [19, Lemma 2.4]. Furthermore, for a fixed
(a, u1) ∈ R
n × U1, it holds that u2 ∈ U2.
For any u2 ∈ U2, we apply Itoˆ’s formula to d〈x(s), P (s)x(s)〉 + 2d〈x(s), φ(s)〉,
where x is the SDE in (1.1), P is the ISRDE in (2.11), and φ is the BSDE in (2.12).
Then by integrating it from 0 to T and completing the integrand with respect to u2,
we can show that J2 can equivalently written as follows:
J2(a;u1, u2)(2.16)
= E
[
|a|2P (0) + 2〈a, φ(0)〉
+
∫ T
t
∣∣∣∣∣u2(s) + R̂2(s)−1Ŝ2(s)⊤x(s−) + R̂2(s)−1(B2(s)⊤φ(s−)
+D2(s)
⊤θ(s) +
∫
E
G2(s, e)
⊤ψ(s, e)λ(de) + Ŝ1(s)u1(s)
)∣∣∣∣∣
2
R̂2(s)
ds
+
∫ T
t
|u1(s)|
2
D1(s)⊤P (s−)D1(s)
ds
+
∫ T
t
∫
E
|u1(s)|
2
G1(s,e)⊤P (s−)G1(s,e)+G1(s,e)⊤Z(s,e)G1(s,e)
λ(de)ds
+ 2
∫ T
t
〈u1(s), B1(s)
⊤φ(s−) +D1(s)
⊤θ(s)〉ds
+ 2
∫ T
t
∫
E
〈u1(s), G1(s, e)
⊤ψ(s, e)〉λ(de)ds
]
.
Since R̂2 > 0 for a.e. (ω, s) ∈ Ω× [0, T ], for a given u1 ∈ U1, we have
J2(a;u1, u2) ≥ J2(a;u1, u2), ∀u2 ∈ U2.(2.17)
This shows that (2.14) is the optimal control of (LQ-F), and (2.9) is the cor-
responding optimal state trajectory. From (2.16) and (2.17), we can easily see that
(2.15) is the optimal cost of (LQ-F). This completes the proof.
3. LQ Optimal Control for the Leader. This section addresses (LQ-L) in
(1.5). Note that the constraint of (LQ-L) is (2.9) and (2.12), which characterize the
rational behavior of the follower under (2.14). That is, (LQ-L) can be rewritten as
(LQ-L) J1(a;u1, u2) = inf
u1∈U1
J1(a;u1, u2), subject to (2.9) and (2.12).(3.1)
We can easily see that (LQ-L) is the stochastic optimal control problem for FBSDEs
with jump diffusions and random coefficients.
We first state the stochastic maximum principle for (LQ-L):
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Let u1 ∈ U1, where x is the
corresponding state trajectory. Let (x, β) ∈ C2
F
(t, T ;Rn×Rn), (φ, θ, ψ) ∈ C2
F
(t, T ;Rn)×
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L2
F
(t, T ;Rn)×L2
F,p(t, T ;R
n) and (α, η, γ) ∈ C2
F
(t, T ;Rn)×L2
F
(t, T ;Rn)×L2
F,p(t, T ;R
n)
be the solution of the following coupled FBSDEs:

dx(s) =
[
Â(s)x(s−) + “B2(s)φ(s−) + “H2(s)θ(s)
+
∫
E
“K2(s, e)ψ(s, e)λ(de) + “B1(s)u1(s)]ds
+
[“C(s)x(s−) + “H2(s)⊤φ(s−) + ‹H2(s)θ(s)
+
∫
E
‹K2(s, e)ψ(s, e)λ(de) + “D1(s)u1(s)]dB(s)
+
∫
E
[“F (s, e)x(s−) + “K2(s, e)⊤φ(s−) + ‹K2(s, e)⊤θ(s)
+
∫
E
K2(s, e, e
′)ψ(s, e′)λ(de′) + “G1(s, e)u1(s)]‹N(de, ds), s ∈ (t, T ]
dα(s) = −
[
Â(s)⊤α(s−) + “C(s)⊤η(s) + ∫
E
“F (s, e)⊤γ(s, e)λ(de)
+Q1(s)x(s−)
]
ds+ η(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
γ(s, e)‹N(de, ds), s ∈ [t, T )
dφ(s) = −
[
Â(s)⊤φ(s−) + “C(s)⊤θ(s) + ∫
E
“F (s, e)⊤ψ(s, e)λ(de) + “H1(s)⊤u1(s)
+
∫
E
“K1(s, e)⊤u1(s)λ(de)]ds+ θ(s)dB(s) + ∫E ψ(s, e)‹N(de, ds), s ∈ [t, T )
dβ(s) =
[
Â(s)β(s−) + “B2(s)α(s−) + “H2(s)η(s) + ∫E “K2(s, e)γ(s, e)λ(de)]ds
+
[“C(s)β(s−) + “H2(s)⊤α(s−) + ‹H2(s)η(s) + ∫E ‹K2(s, e)γ(s, e)λ(de)]dB(s)
+
∫
E
[“F (s, e)β(s−) + “K2(s, e)⊤α(s−)
+ ‹K2(s, e)⊤η(s) + ∫E K2(s, e, e′)γ(s, e′)λ(de′)]‹N(de, ds), s ∈ (t, T ]
x(t) = a, β(t) = 0, φ(T ) = 0, α(T ) =M1x(T ).
(3.2)
For u′1 ∈ U1, let (x
′, β′) ∈ C2
F
(t, T ;Rn×Rn), (φ′, θ′, ψ′) ∈ C2
F
(t, T ;Rn)×L2
F
(t, T ;Rn)×
L2
F,p(t, T ;R
n) and (α′, η′, γ′) ∈ C2
F
(t, T ;Rn)×L2
F
(t, T ;Rn)×L2
F,p(t, T ;R
n) be the cou-
pled FBSDEs in (3.2), where the initial condition holds (x′(t), β′(t), φ′(t), α′(t)) =
(0, 0, 0,M1x
′(T )). Assume that the following holds:
E
[∫ T
0
〈u′1(s), R1(s)u
′
1(s)〉+
〈
u′1(s), “B1(s)⊤α′(s−) + “D1(s)⊤η′(s)
(3.3)
+
∫
E
“G1(s)⊤γ′(s, e)λ(de) + “H1(s)β′(s−) + ∫
E
“K1(s, e)β′(s−)λ(de)〉ds] ≥ 0.
Then u1 ∈ U1 is the optimal control for (LQ-L) if and only if the following first-order
optimality condition holds:
R1(s)u1(s) + “B1(s)⊤α(s−) + “D1(s)⊤η(s)(3.4)
+
∫
E
“G1(s)⊤γ(s, e)λ(de) + “H1(s)β(s−) + ∫
E
“K1(s, e)β(s−)λ(de) = 0.
Proof. We note that (x, φ, θ, ψ) ∈ C2
F
(t, T ;Rn) × C2
F
(t, T ;Rn) × L2
F
(t, T ;Rn) ×
L2
F,p(t, T ;R
n) admits a unique solution in view of Theorem 2.1. β is the forward SDE
with jump diffusions and random coefficients, and from Assumptions 1 and 2, it admits
a unique solution in C2
F
(t, T ;Rn). Moreover, (α, η, γ) is a linear BSDE with jump
diffusions and random coefficients, which admits a unique solution in C2
F
(t, T ;Rn) ×
L2
F
(t, T ;Rn)× L2
F,p(t, T ;R
n) [19, Lemma 2.4] (see also [5, Theorem 2.1]).
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By applying Itoˆ’s formula, (note that “B2, ‹H2 and K2 in (2.10) are symmetric)
d〈x′(s), α(s)〉 =
[
Â(s)x′(s−) + “B2(s)φ′(s−) + “H2(s)θ′(s)
(3.5)
+
∫
E
“K2(s, e)ψ′(s, e)λ(de) + “B1(s)u′1(s)]⊤α(s−)ds
− x′(s−)⊤
[
Â(s)⊤α(s−) + “C(s)⊤η(s)
+
∫
E
“F (s, e)⊤γ(s, e)λ(de) +Q1(s)x(s−)]ds
+
[“C(s)x′(s−) + “H2(s)⊤φ′(s−) + ‹H2(s)θ′(s)
+
∫
E
‹K2(s, e)ψ′(s, e)λ(de) + “D1(s)u′1(s)]⊤η(s)ds
+
∫
E
[“F (s, e)x′(s−) + “K2(s, e)⊤φ(s−) + ‹K2(s, e)⊤θ′(s)
+
∫
E
K2(s, e, e
′)ψ′(s, e′)λ(de′) + “G1(s, e)u′1(s)]⊤γ(s, e)λ(de)
+ [· · · ]dB(s) + [· · · ]‹N(de, ds),
and
d〈φ′(s), β(s)〉
(3.6)
= −
[
Â(s)⊤φ′(s−) + “C(s)⊤θ′(s) + ∫
E
“F (s, e)⊤ψ′(s, e)λ(de)
+ “H1(s)⊤u′1(s) + ∫
E
“K1(s, e)⊤u′1(s)λ(de)]⊤β(s−)ds
+ φ′(s−)⊤
[
Â(s)β(s−) + “B2(s)α(s−) + “H2(s)η(s) + ∫
E
“K2(s, e)γ(s, e)λ(de)]ds
+ θ′(s)⊤
[“C(s)β(s−) + “H2(s)⊤α(s−) + ‹H2(s)η′(s) + ∫
E
‹K2(s, e)γ(s, e)λ(de)]ds
+
∫
E
ψ′(s, e)⊤
[“F (s, e)β(s−) + “K2(s, e)⊤α(s−) + ‹K2(s, e)⊤η(s)
+
∫
E
K2(s, e, e
′)γ(s, e′)λ(de′)
]
λ(de) + [· · · ]dB(s) + [· · · ]‹N(de, ds).
Using (3.5) and (3.6), we have
E[〈x′(T ),M1x(T )〉](3.7)
= E
[
〈x′(T ), α(T )〉 − 〈x′(0), α(0)〉 − 〈φ′(T ), β(T )〉+ 〈φ′(0), β(0)〉
]
= E
[∫ T
t
[
−〈x′(s), Q1(s)x(s)〉+
〈
u′1(s), “B1(s)⊤α(s−) + “D1(s)⊤η(s)
+
∫
E
“G1(s)⊤γ(s, e)λ(de) + “H1(s)β(s−) + ∫
E
“K1(s, e)β(s−)λ(de)〉]ds].
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Similarly, we have
J1(a;u1, u2) = E
[
〈x(0), α(0)〉+
∫ T
t
〈u1(s), R1(s)u1(s)〉(3.8)
+
〈
u1(s), “B1(s)⊤α(s−) + “D1(s)⊤η(s) + ∫
E
“G1(s)⊤γ(s, e)λ(de)
+ “H1(s)β(s−) + ∫
E
“K1(s, e)β(s−)λ(de)〉ds],
and
J1(0;u
′
1, u2)(3.9)
= E
[∫ T
t
[
|x′(s)|2Q1(s) + |u
′
1(s)|
2
R1(s)
]
ds+ |x′(T )|2M1
]
= E
[∫ T
t
〈
u′1(s), R1(s)u
′
1(s) +
“B1(s)⊤α′(s−) + “D1(s)⊤η′(s)
+
∫
E
“G1(s)⊤γ′(s, e)λ(de) + “H1(s)β′(s−) + ∫
E
“K1(s, e)β′(s−)λ(de)〉ds].
Then from (3.7)-(3.9), for κ ∈ R,
J(a;u1 + κu
′
1, u2)− J(a;u1, u2)
= 2κE
[∫ T
t
〈
u′1(s), R1(s)u1(s) +
“B1(s)⊤α(s−) + “D1(s)⊤η(s)
+
∫
E
“G1(s)⊤γ(s, e)λ(de) + “H1(s)β(s−) + ∫
E
“K1(s, e)β(s−)λ(de)〉ds]
+ κ2E
[∫ T
t
〈
u′1(s), R1(s)u
′
1(s) + “B1(s)⊤α′(s−) + “D1(s)⊤η′(s)
+
∫
E
“G1(s)⊤γ′(s, e)λ(de) + “H1(s)β′(s−) + ∫
E
“K1(s, e)β′(s−)λ(de)〉ds] ≥ 0,
which implies that under (3.3), u1 ∈ U1 is the optimal control for (LQ-L) if and only
if the first-order optimality condition in (3.4) holds. This completes the proof.
Remark 2. From (3.9), we can see that (3.3) holds when Q1, R1 and M1 are
uniformly positive (semi)definite for a.e. (ω, s) ∈ Ω× [0, T ].
Below, we obtain the state-feedback representation of (3.4) for two different cases.
Note that (3.4) depends on the coupled FBSDEs in (3.2).
Let
X (s) :=
ï
x(s)
β(s)
ò
, Y(s) :=
ï
α(s)
φ(s)
ò
, Z(s) :=
ï
η(s)
θ(s)
ò
, K(s, e) :=
ï
γ(s, e)
ψ(s, e)
ò
,
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where X := X (t) =
ï
a
0
ò
and we define (see (2.8), (2.10) and (2.13))

A(s) :=
ñ
Â(s) 0
0 Â(s)
ô
, B2(s) :=
ñ
0 “B2(s)“B2(s) 0
ô
, “H(s) := ñ 0 “H2(s)“H2(s) 0
ô
“K(s, e) := ñ 0 “K2(s, e)“K2(s, e) 0
ô
, B1(s) :=
ñ“B1(s)
0
ô
, C(s) :=
ñ“C(s) 0
0 “C(s)
ô
‹H(s) := ñ 0 ‹H2(s)‹H2(s) 0
ô
, ‹K(s, e) := ñ 0 ‹K2(s, e)‹K2(s, e) 0
ô
D1(s) :=
ñ“D1(s)
0
ô
, F(s) :=
ñ“F (s, e) 0
0 “F (s, e)
ô
, Q(s) :=
ñ
Q1(s) 0
0 0
ô
K(s, e, e′) :=
ñ
0 K2(s, e, e
′)
K2(s, e, e
′) 0
ô
, G1(s, e) :=
ñ“G1(s, e)
0
ô
H1(s) :=
î
0 “H1(s)ó , K1(s, e) := î0 “K1(s, e)ó , M1 := ñM1 0
0 0
ô
.
(3.10)
Then the coupled FBSDEs in (3.2) can be written as follows:

dX (s) =
[
A(s)X (s−) + B2(s)Y(s−) +“H(s)Z(s)
+
∫
E
“K(s, e)K(s, e)λ(de) + B1(s)u1(s)]ds
+
[
C(s)X (s−) +“H(s)⊤Y(s−) +‹H(s)Z(s)
+
∫
E
‹K(s, e)K(s, e)λ(de) + D1(s)u1(s)]dB(s)
+
∫
E
[
F(s, e)X (s−) +“K(s, e)⊤Y(s−) +‹K(s, e)⊤Z(s)
+
∫
E
K(s, e, e′)K(s, e′)λ(de′) +G1(s, e)u1(s)
]‹N(de, ds), s ∈ (t, T ]
dY(s) = −
[
A(s)⊤Y(s−) +Q(s)X (s−) + C(s)⊤Z(s)
+
∫
E
F(s, e)⊤K(s, e)λ(de) +H1(s)
⊤u1(s)
+
∫
E
K1(s, e)
⊤u1(s)λ(de)
]
ds
+ Z(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
K(s, e)‹N(de, ds), s ∈ [t, T )
X (t) = X , Y(T ) = M1X (T ),
(3.11)
where the optimality condition in (3.4) becomes
R1(s)u1(s) + B1(s)
⊤Y(s−) + D1(s)
⊤Z(s) +
∫
E
G1(s, e)
⊤K(s, e)λ(de)(3.12)
+H1(s)X (s−) +
∫
E
K1(s, e)X (s−)λ(de) = 0.
We consider the following transformation in the Four-Step Scheme:
Y(s) = P(s)X (s),(3.13)
where P takes the following form:®
dP(s) = Λ3(s)ds+Ψ(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
Θ(s, e)‹N(de, ds), s ∈ [t, T )
P(T ) = M1.
(3.14)
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Note that P , Ψ and Θ are R2n×2n-valued processes. Let (s is suppressed)
P =
ï
P11 P12
P21 P22
ò
, P11 is an R
n×n-dimensional process.
By applying Itoˆ’s formula to (3.13) and using (3.14), we have
dY(s) = −
[
A(s)⊤P(s−)X (s−) +Q(s)X (s−) + C(s)⊤Z(s)(3.15)
+H1(s)
⊤u1(s) +
∫
E
F(s, e)⊤K(s, e)λ(de)
+
∫
E
K1(s, e)
⊤u1(s)λ(de)
]
ds
+ Z(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
K(s, e)‹N (de, ds)
=
[
Λ3(s)ds+Ψ(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
Θ(s, e)‹N(de, ds)]X (s−)
+ P(s−)
[
A(s)X (s−) + B2(s)P(s−)X (s−) +“H(s)Z(s)
+
∫
E
“K(s, e)K(s, e)λ(de) + B1(s)u1(s)]ds
+ P(s−)
[
C(s)X (s−) +“H(s)⊤P(s−)X (s−) +‹H(s)Z(s)
+
∫
E
‹K(s, e)K(s, e)λ(de) + D1(s)u1(s)]dB(s)
+ Ψ(s)⊤
[
C(s)X (s−) +“H(s)⊤P(s−)X (s−) +‹H(s)Z(s)
+
∫
E
‹K(s, e)K(s, e)λ(de) + D1(s)u1(s)]ds
+
∫
E
Θ(s, e)⊤
[
F(s, e)X (s−) +“K(s, e)⊤P(s−)X (s−)
+‹K(s, e)⊤Z(s) + ∫
E
K(s, e, e′)K(s, e′)λ(de′)
+G1(s, e)u1(s)
]
λ(de)ds
+
∫
E
(P(s−) + Θ(s, e))
[
F(s, e)X (s−) +“K(s, e)⊤P(s−)X (s−)
+‹K(s, e)⊤Z(s)
+
∫
E
K(s, e, e′)K(s, e′)λ(de′) +G1(s, e)u1(s)
]‹N(de, ds).
To obtain the state-feedback representation of (3.12), we consider the following
two different cases:
(i) The Poisson process N has jumps of unit size (E = {1});
(ii) The follower’s control is not included in the jump part of (1.1) (G2 = 0).
Remark 3. A detailed discussion on these two assumptions is given in Section
4.
3.1. Case I: N has jumps of unit size. Let us assume that
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Assumption 3. The Poisson process N has jumps of unit size, i.e., E = {1}.
Under Assumption 3 and from Remark 1, (3.15) is given by3
dY(s) = −
[
A(s)⊤P(s)X (s−) +Q(s)X (s−) + C(s)⊤Z(s) +H1(s)
⊤u1(s)(3.16)
+ λF(s)⊤K(s) + λK1(s)
⊤u1(s)
]
ds+ Z(s)dB(s) +K(s)d‹N (s)
=
[
Λ3(s)ds+Ψ(s)dB(s) + Θ(s)d‹N(s)]X (s−)
+ P(s−)
[
A(s)X (s−) + B2(s)P(s−)X (s−) +“H(s)Z(s)
+ λ“K(s)K(s) + B1(s)u1(s)]ds
+ P(s−)
[
C(s)X (s−) +“H(s)⊤P(s−)X (s−) +‹H(s)Z(s)
+ λ‹K(s)K(s) + D1(s)u1(s)]dB(s)
+ Ψ(s)⊤
[
C(s)X (s−) +“H(s)⊤P(s−)X (s−) +‹H(s)Z(s)
+ λ‹K(s)K(s) + D1(s)u1(s)]ds
+Θ(s)⊤
[
F(s)X (s−) +“K(s)⊤P(s−)X (s−) +‹K(s)⊤Z(s)
+ λK(s)K(s) +G1(s)u1(s)
]
λds
+ (P(s−) + Θ(s))
[
F(s)X (s−) +“K(s)⊤P(s−)X (s−) +‹K(s)⊤Z(s)
+ λK(s)K(s) +G1(s)u1(s)
]
d‹N(s).
Let us define (s is suppressed)
A11 := I − P(s−)‹H, A12 := λP(s−)‹K
A21 := −(P(s−) + Θ)‹K⊤, A22 := I − λ(P(s−) + Θ)K
B11 := P(s−)C+ P(s−)“H⊤P(s−) + Ψ, B12 := P(s−)D1
B21 := (P(s−) + Θ)(F+“K⊤P(s−)) + Θ, B22 := (P(s−) + Θ)G1.
(3.17)
Then from (3.16), we can see that
A
ï
Z
K
ò
=
ï
A11 A12
A21 A22
ò ï
Z
K
ò
=
ï
B11X (s−) + B12u1
B21X (s−) + B22u1
ò
,(3.18)
which, together with the block matrix inversion lemma [8, page 18] (assuming its
invertibility), impliesï
Z
K
ò
= A −1
ï
B11X (s−) + B12u1
B21X (s−) + B22u1
ò
=
ñ
Â11 Â12
Â21 Â22
ô ï
B11X (s−) + B12u1
B21X (s−) + B22u1
ò
,(3.19)
3Note that under Assumption 3,
∫
E
g(s, e)λ(de)ds = g(s)λds for g ∈ G2
F,p
(t, T, λ;Rn), where
λ > 0 is the intensity of N [1, 17].
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where ®
Â11 := (A11 −A12A
−1
22 A21)
−1, Â12 := A
−1
11 A12(A21A
−1
11 A12 −A22)
−1
Â21 := A
−1
22 A21(A12A
−1
22 A21 −A11)
−1, Â22 := (A22 −A21A
−1
11 A12)
−1.
(3.20)
Substituting (3.19) and (3.13) into the optimality condition in (3.12) yields4
R1u1(s) + B
⊤
1 P(s−)X (s−) +H1X (s−) + λK1X (s−)
+
(
D⊤1 (Â11B11 + Â12B21) + λG
⊤
1 (Â21B11 + Â22B21)
)
X (s−)
+
(
D⊤1 (Â11B12 + Â12B22) + λG
⊤
1 (Â21B12 + Â22B22)
)
u1(s) = 0,
and we have
u1(s) = −R
−1
1
(
B⊤1 P(s−) +H1 + λK1
(3.21)
+
(
D⊤1 (Â11B11 + Â12B21) + λG
⊤
1 (Â21B11 + Â22B21)
))
X (s−)
= −R−11 (s)H1(s)X (s−),
provided that R1 is invertible, where (s is suppressed)
R1 := R1 +
(
D⊤1 (Â11B12 + Â12B22) + λG
⊤
1 (Â21B12 + Â22B22)
)
.(3.22)
By substituting (3.21) into (3.19), we have (s is suppressed)ï
Z
K
ò
=
ï
F11 −F12R
−1
1 H1
F21 −F22R
−1
1 H1
ò
X (s−),(3.23)
where ®
F11 := Â11B11 + Â12B21, F12 := Â11B12 + Â12B22
F21 := Â21B11 + Â22B21, F22 := Â21B12 + Â22B22.
(3.24)
We substitute (3.23) and (3.21) into (3.16). Then combining (3.14) with the above
invertibility conditions (see (3.19) and (3.22)) and using the notation in (3.10), (3.17),
(3.20) and (3.24), the ISRDE in (3.14) can be written as5
dP(s) = −
[
A⊤P(s−) + P(s−)A+Q+ P(s−)B2P(s−)
+ Ψ⊤C+Ψ⊤“H⊤P(s−) + λΘ⊤F(s) + λΘ⊤“K⊤P(s−)
+ (C⊤ + P(s−)“H+Ψ⊤‹H+ λΘ⊤‹K⊤)(F11 −F12R−11 H1)
+ (λF⊤ + λP(s−)“K+ λΨ⊤‹K+ λ2Θ⊤K)(F21 −F22R−11 H1)
− (H⊤1 + λK
⊤
1 + P(s−)B1 +Ψ
⊤D1 + λΘ
⊤G1)R
−1
1 H1
]
ds
+Ψ(s)dB(s) + Θ(s)d‹N(s), s ∈ [t, T )
P(T ) = M1
det(A11(s)) 6= 0, ∀s ∈ [t, T ]
det
(
A22(s)−A21(s)A11(s)
−1A12(s)
)
6= 0, ∀s ∈ [t, T ]
det(R1(s)) 6= 0, ∀s ∈ [t, T ].
(3.25)
4Under Assumption 3, (3.12) becomes R1(s)u1(s)+B1(s)⊤Y(s−)+D1(s)⊤Z(s)+λG1(s)⊤K(s)+
H1(s)X (s−) + λK1(s)X (s−) = 0.
5Note that the block matrix A defined in (3.18) is invertible if A11 and A22 − A21A
−1
11 A12 are
invertible [8, page 18].
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Finally, we substitute (3.21), (3.13) and (3.23) into X in (3.11). Then
®
dX (s) = Â(s)X (s−)ds+ Ĉ(s)X (s−)dB(s) + F̂(s)X (s−)d‹N (s), s ∈ (t, T ]
X (t) = X ,
(3.26)
where (s is suppressed)
Â := A+ B2P(s−) +“H(F11 −F12R−11 H1)
+ λ“K(F21 −F22R−11 H1)− B1R−11 H1
Ĉ := C+“H⊤P(s−) +‹H(F11 −F12R−11 H1)
+ λ‹K(F21 −F22R−11 H1)− D1R−11 H1
F̂ := F+“K⊤P(s−) +‹K⊤(F11 −F12R−11 H1)
+ λK(F21 −F22R
−1
1 H1)− G1R
−1
1 H1.
In summary, we have the following result:
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that Assumptions 1-3 hold. Assume that (P ,Ψ,Θ) ∈
C2
F
(t, T ;R2n×2n)× L2
F
(t, T ;R2n×2n)× L2
F,p(t, T ;R
2n×2n) is the solution of the ISRDE
in (3.25), and X is the solution of (3.26). Define the transformations in (3.13) and
(3.23), and consider the control in (3.21). Then (3.11) and (3.12) hold. In addition,
suppose that (3.3) holds. Then the state-feedback type control in (3.21) is the optimal
control for (LQ-L), and the associated optimal cost is given by
J1(a;u1, u2) = inf
u1∈U1
J1(a;u1, u2) = 〈a,P11(t)a〉.(3.27)
Proof. The statement that (3.11)-(3.12) are equivalent to (3.13), (3.23) and (3.21)
follows from the preceding analysis. Furthermore, Lemma 3.1 implies that under (3.3),
the state-feedback type control in (3.21) is the optimal control for (LQ-L).
We now prove (3.27). By applying Itoˆ’s formula to (3.11) (see (3.8)),
J1(a;u1, u2) = E
[
〈X (t),Y(t)〉 +
∫ T
t
〈
u1(s), R1(s)u1(s) + B1(s)
⊤Y(s−)
+ D1(s)
⊤Z(s) + λG1(s)
⊤K(s) +H1(s)X (s−) + λK1(s)X (s−)
〉
ds
]
= 〈a,P11(t)a〉,
where the second equality follows from (3.13), the first-order optimality condition in
(3.12), and the initial condition X . This completes the proof of the theorem.
Under Assumptions 1-3, and using (2.14) and (3.21), we consider
u1(s) = −R1(s)
−1H1(s)
ñ
x(s−)
β(s−)
ô
u2(s) = −R̂2(s)
−1Ŝ2(s)
⊤x(s−)− R̂2(s)
−1
(
B2(s)
⊤φ(s−)
+D2(s)
⊤θ(s) + λG2(s)
⊤ψ(s)− Ŝ1(s)R1(s)
−1H1(s)
ñ
x(s−)
β(s−)
ô)
.
(3.28)
Note that u2 in (3.28) is the state-feedback type optimal control of the follower when
u1 ≡ u1. This corresponds to the situation when the leader announces u1 to the
follower in the Stackelberg game.
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Corollary 3.3. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 hold.
Then (u1, u2) ∈ U1 × U2 in (3.28) constitutes the state-feedback representation of the
open-loop Stackelberg equilibrium for the leader and the follower.
3.2. Case II: The jump part in (1.1) does not depend on u2. We assume
that the control of the follower, u2, is not included in the jump part of (1.1), i.e.,
Assumption 4. G2 = 0.
Remark 4. Assumption 4 implies that “K2 = ‹K2 = K2 = “K = ‹K = K = 0“F = F , and “G1 = G1 (see (2.10) and (3.10)).
Under Assumption 4, (3.15) becomes
dY(s) = −
[
A(s)⊤P(s−)X (s−) +Q(s)X (s−) + C(s)⊤Z(s) +H1(s)
⊤u1(s)
(3.29)
+
∫
E
F(s, e)⊤K(s, e)λ(de) +
∫
E
K1(s, e)
⊤u1(s)λ(de)
]
ds
+ Z(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
K(s, e)‹N(de, ds)
=
[
Λ3(s)ds+Ψ(s)dB(s) +
∫
E
Θ(s, e)‹N(de, ds)]X (s−)
+ P(s−)
[
A(s)X (s−) + B2(s)P(s−)X (s−) +“H(s)Z(s) + B1(s)u1(s)]ds
+ P(s−)
[
C(s)X (s−) +“H(s)⊤P(s−)X (s−) +‹H(s)Z(s) + D1(s)u1(s)]dB(s)
+ Ψ(s)⊤
[
C(s)X (s−) +“H(s)⊤P(s−)X (s−) +‹H(s)Z(s) + D1(s)u1(s)]ds
+
∫
E
Θ(s, e)⊤
[
F(s, e)X (s−) +G1(s)u1(s)
]
λ(de)ds
+
∫
E
(P(s−) + Θ(s, e))
[
F(s, e)X (s−) +G1(s)u1(s)
]‹N(de, ds).
With the invertibility of (I − P(s−)‹H), (s is suppressed)
{
Z(s) = (I − P(s−)‹H)−1((P(s−)C+ P(s−)“HP(s−) + Ψ)X + P(s−)D1u1)
K(s, e) = (Θ(s, e) + (P(s−) + Θ(s, e))F)X + (P(s−) + Θ(s, e))G1u1.
(3.30)
By substituting (3.30) into (3.12), we have
u1(s) = −“R1(s)−1(B⊤1 P(s−) +H1 + ∫
E
K1(s, e)λ(de)(3.31)
+ D⊤1 (I − P(s−)
‹H)−1(P(s−)C+ P(s−)“HP(s−) + Ψ)
+
∫
E
G1(s, e)
⊤(Θ(s, e) + (P(s−) + Θ(s, e))F(s, e))λ(de)
)
X (s−)
= −“R1(s)−1B̂1(s)X (s−),
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provided that “R1 is invertible, where (s is suppressed)“R1 := R1 + D⊤1 (I − P(s−)‹H)−1P(s−)D1(3.32)
+
∫
E
G1(s, e)
⊤(P(s−) + Θ(s, e))G1(s, e)λ(de).
Then substituting (3.31) into (3.30) yields
Z(s) = F̂1(s)X (s−), K(s, e) = F̂2(s, e)X (s−),(3.33)
where (s is suppressed)
F̂1 := (I − P(s−)‹H)
−1
(
(P(s−)C+ P(s−)“HP(s−) + Ψ)− P(s−)D1“R−11 B̂1)
F̂2 :=
(
Θ(s, e) + (P(s−) + Θ(s, e))F− (P(s−) + Θ(s, e))G1“R−11 B̂1).
(3.34)
We substitute (3.33) and (3.31) into (3.29). Then, together with the invertibility
conditions in (3.33) and (3.32) and the notation in (3.10) and (3.34), the ISRDE in
(3.14) has to be as follows (s is suppressed):
dP(s) = −
[
A⊤P(s−) + P(s−)A+Q+ P(s−)B2P(s−)
+ Ψ⊤C+Ψ“H⊤P(s−) + ∫
E
Θ(s, e)⊤F(s, e)λ(de)
+ (C⊤ + P(s−)“H+Ψ⊤‹H)F̂1 + ∫E F(s, e)⊤F̂2(s, e)λ(de)
−
(
H⊤1 +
∫
E
K1(s, e)
⊤λ(de) + P(s−)B1
+Ψ⊤D1 +
∫
E
Θ(s, e)⊤λ(de)G1
)“R−11 B̂1]ds
+ΨdB(s) +
∫
E
Θ(s, e)‹N(de, ds), s ∈ [t, T )
P(T ) = M1
det
Ä
I − P(s−)‹H(s)ä 6= 0, ∀s ∈ [t, T ]
det
Ä
R̂1(s)
ä
6= 0, ∀s ∈ [t, T ].
(3.35)
Applying (3.31), (3.13) and (3.33) to X in (3.11) yields
dX (s) = A˜(s)X (s−)ds + C˜(s)X (s−)dB(s)
+
∫
E
F˜(s, e)X (s−)‹N(de, ds), s ∈ (t, T ]
X (t) = X ,
(3.36)
where (s is suppressed)®
A˜ := A+ B2P(s−) +“HF̂1 − B1“R−11 “H1
C˜ := C+“H⊤P(s−) +‹HF̂1 − D1“R−11 “H1, F˜ := F−G1“R−11 “H1.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that Assumptions 1, 2 and 4 hold. Let (P ,Ψ,Θ) ∈
C2
F
(t, T ;R2n×2n)×L2
F
(t, T ;R2n×2n)×L2
F,p(t, T ;R
2n×2n) be the solution of the ISRDE
in (3.35), and X the solution of (3.36). Define the transformations in (3.13) and
(3.33), and consider the control in (3.31). Then (3.11) and (3.12) hold. In addition,
suppose that (3.3) holds. Then the state-feedback type control in (3.31) is the optimal
control for (LQ-L), and the associated optimal cost is given by
J1(a;u1, u2) = inf
u1∈U1
J1(a;u1, u2) = 〈a,P11(t)a〉.
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Using (2.14) and (3.31), we introduce
u1(s) = −“R1(s)−1B̂1(s)ñx(s−)
β(s−)
ô
u2(s) = −R̂2(s)
−1Ŝ2(s)
⊤x(s−)− R̂2(s)
−1
(
B2(s)
⊤φ(s−)
+D2(s)
⊤θ(s) − Ŝ1(s)“R1(s)−1B̂1(s)ñx(s−)
β(s−)
ô)
.
(3.37)
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorems 2.1 and 3.4 hold.
Then (u1, u2) ∈ U1 × U2 in (3.37) constitutes the state-feedback representation of the
open-loop Stackelberg equilibrium for the leader and the follower.
4. Concluding Remarks. We believe that unlike the SRDE in [22, (3.38)], the
ISRDEs of the leader in (3.25) and (3.35) are not symmetric due to the nonsymmetric
coupling nature of Z and K in (3.23) and (3.33). In fact, we can observe that R1
in (3.22) and
∫
E
F(s, e)⊤F̂2(s, e)λ(de) in (3.35) are not symmetric. Note that the
ISRDE of the follower in (2.11) is symmetric, and its scalar version is similar to the
ISRDE of the LQ control problem for jump-diffusion systems in [9].
Until now, it is hard to consider the general case (without Assumption 3 or
Assumption 4) to obtain the state-feedback type control of (LQ-L). Specifically,
without Assumption 3 or Assumption 4, it is necessary to use (3.15) to obtain the
expression of Z and K. Then from (3.15), the following holds:
(I − P(s−)‹H)Z(s)− P(s−) ∫
E
‹K(s, e)K(s, e)λ(de)
= P(s−)
[
CX +“H⊤PX + D1(s)u1]+ΨX
K(s, e)− (P(s−) + Θ(s, e))
(∫
E
K(s, e, e′)K(s, e′)λ(de′) +‹K⊤(s, e)Z(s))
= (P(s−) + Θ(s, e))
[
FX +“K⊤P(s−)X +G1(s, e)u1]+Θ(s, e)X .
(4.1)
Due to the integral terms
∫
E
‹K(s, e)K(s, e)λ(de) and ∫
E
K(s, e, e′)K(s, e′)λ(de′), and
the cross-coupling structure of Z and K, there is a technical challenge to find the
explicit expression of Z and K in (4.1). Note that in (4.1), Assumption 3 implies that∫
E
‹K(s, e)K(s, e)λ(de) = λ‹K(s)K(s) and ∫
E
K(s, e, e′)K(s, e′)λ(de′) = λK(s)K(s).
Moreover, we observe that Assumption 4 implies
∫
E
‹K(s, e)K(s, e)λ(de) = 0 and∫
E
K(s, e, e′)K(s, e′)λ(de′) = 0. Hence, in both cases, we are able to find the explicit
expressions of Z and K, which are given in (3.23) and (3.33).
When there are no jumps (1.1), i.e., F = G1 = G2 = 0, we can easily verify that
Theorems 2.1, 3.2 and 3.4 (and Corollaries 3.3 and 3.5) are reduced to the case of SDEs
in a Brownian setting without jumps studied in [22, Theorems 2.3 and 3.3]. Moreover,
when all the coefficients in (1.1)-(1.3) are deterministic, L = Z = θ = ψ = 0 in (2.11)
and (2.12), and Ψ = Θ = 0 in (3.25) and (3.35). In this case, the ISRDEs for the
leader and the follower become deterministic integro-Riccati differential equations.
There are two interesting potential future research problems of this paper. One
is the mean-field type problem, in which case the expected values of x, u1 and u2,
i.e., E[x(s)], E[u1(s)] and E[u2(s)], are included (1.1)-(1.3). This problem can be
viewed as a generalization of [11] to the jump-diffusion model. Another potential
problem to consider is the Markov regime-switching jump-diffusion system, for which
an additional Markov jump parameter is included in (1.1)-(1.3). In this problem, we
need to apply (and generalize) the stochastic maximum principle in [23].
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